Climb aboard the Mercury Space-Ship for Columbia's SUPER-.Serial THRILLER!

Jules Verne's

Mysterious Island

CAPTAIN HARDING'S FABULOUS ADVENTURES

with

RICHARD CRANE as Captain Harding
MARSHALL REED • KAREN RANDLE • RALPH HODGES
HUGH PROSSER • BERNARD HAMILTON • Screen Play by
LEWIS CLAY, ROYAL K. COLE and GEORGE H. PLYMPTON
Story, "L’ÎLE MÉSTRÉUSE", after the novel by JULES VERNE
Produced by SAM KATZMAN • Directed by SPENCER BENNENT

EXTRA out-of-this-world story
EXTRA high-voltage promotion
EXTRA out-of-the-ordinary appeal
EXTRA magic in the name of Jules Verne!

THE SERIAL WITH THAT EXTRA SOMETHING!
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